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Final PestFax newsletter for 2018!

Insect pest activity update

Predicting next year’s insect pests this harvest

Weather conditions are still conducive for wheat and barley diseases down south. Have you started considering

disease management strategies for 2019?

Harvesting a frosted crop

Are you participating in the 2018 Biosecurity Blitz?

This is the 28th and final weekly issue of the PestFax newsletter for the 2018 growing season. Extra editions

may be circulated if extraordinary circumstances occur after this time.

All of this season’s PestFax newsletters can be found at the department’s PestFax newsletter archive.

The PestFax team says a big thank you to all those people who took the time to send pest and disease reports

in this year. All reports are greatly appreciated and are vital for PestFax to keep readers informed and up to date

with the pest and disease situation in their area.

2018 PestFax statistics

This year the PestFax team received 2,007 reports in total (current to 29 October 2018). This is more than the

844 total reports received to this date in 2017.

The new collaboration between Agworld and the PestFax service this season resulted in 1200 reports (insects,

disease and weeds) from Elders WA agronomists using the Agworld platform. For more information see the

2018 PestFax Issue 10 article Agworld platform users are collaborating with PestFax this season.

What were the top five reported pests?

The PestFax team received 420 invertebrate pest reports in total. The spring native budworm moth trapping

program was the most reported with 263 reports received. The native budworm (124) was the insect most

reported by the public, followed by cabbage aphids (39). The top five insects reported are listed in Table 1,

below.
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Table 1 The top five pests and number of reports to the PestFax service during

2018

Insect Number of reports

Native budworm 124

Cabbage aphid 39

Green peach aphid 24

Turnip aphid 21

Diamondback moth 20

What were the top five reported diseases for 2018?

There were 165 disease reports received in total by the PestFax team via a variety of means. Spot-type net

blotch was the most reported disease (33 reports), followed by sclerotinia stem rot (30). Table 2, below, displays

the other diseases that were most commonly reported.

Table 2 The top five diseases and number of reports to the PestFax service

during 2018

Disease Number of reports

Spot-type net blotch 33

Sclerotinia stem rot 30

Powdery mildew 12

Blackleg 12

Barley leaf rust 9

2018 PestFax map statistics

The PestFax map provides a visual display of the pests and diseases reported by the industry. Viewers can

choose a host, a disorder and a time period. They can also select a 'Same time as last year' map view to

highlight seasonal commonality or differences.

In 2018, an impressive 6475 maps were generated as of 29 October. This number includes every map

generated between each dropdown box selection.

Maps that displayed ‘All’ disorders were generated the most with 4988 generated.

Green peach aphid was the disorder map most specifically generated (126), followed by sclerotinia stem rot

maps (125). To see what the other top disorder maps viewed were refer to Table 3, below.
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Table 3 The most popular PestFax disorder maps (disease, insects and other)

viewed in 2018

Disorder Number of maps generated

Green peach aphid 126

Sclerotinia stem rot 125

Leaf rust 118

Stripe rust 109

Powdery mildew 72

For more information on the PestFax service please contact Cindy Webster, PestFax newsletter editor, Narrogin

on +61 (0)8 9881 0201.

For information on the PestFax Map or PestFax Reporter app please contact Art Diggle, Senior Research

Officer, South Perth on +61 (0)8 9368 3563.

Native budworm caterpillars

Great Southern

South Coast

Growers in the Great Southern and South Coast regions of the WA grainbelt are still finding above-threshold

populations of native budworm caterpillars in unsprayed crops. Some canola and pulse crops are still weeks

away from harvest, and budworm, especially large caterpillars (3-4 cm long), pose the highest risk to green

canola and pulse crops.

All late maturing pulse and canola crops should be checked for native budworm.

Farmers with native budworm caterpillars in their crops need to be mindful of insecticide withholding periods

(WHP) close to harvest and remember that windrowing is classified as harvest.
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For more information on native budworm control refer to DPIRD’s Management and economic thresholds for

native budworm page.

Armyworm caterpillars

Esperance

Larvae climb the drying stem and lop the head at a green area where it joins the stem.

Plant pathologist Andrea Hills (DPIRD) reports that armyworm are active in cereals in the Esperance area.

For more information on armyworm and their recent activity refer to DPIRD’s;

2018 PestFax Issue 27 article Armyworm can be a threat to cereal crops

Diagnosing armyworm page

Management of armyworm in cereal crops page.

Australian plague locusts

Warralakin

Corrigin / Kurrenkutten
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David Keamy (Merredin Rural Supplies CRT) reported that very large numbers of Australian plague locusts

(APL) were coming out of crown land north of Warralakin. The APL were at 2-3 instar and starting to band. As

crops and pastures are still green in the area paddock borders and tracks were being sprayed with insecticide.

There have been reports of recently hatched APLs on properties at Kurrenkutten (near Corrigin).

For more information on APL and their recent activity refer to DPIRD’s;

2018 PestFax Issue 27 article Australian plague locusts are hatching

Diagnosing locusts and grasshoppers in crops page

Australian plague locust: overview page.

Snails

Esperance

Small pointed snails

Plant pathologist Andrea Hills (DPIRD) reports that snails are active and moving up the canopy of crops in the

Esperance area where they could end up in grain samples.

For more information on snails and their recent activity refer to DPIRD’s;

DPIRD’s 2018 PestFax Issue 26 article Snails are active in crops down south

GRDC’s new Snail Baiting YouTube video

DPIRD’s Identification and control of pest slugs and snails for broadacre crops in WA

GRDC’s Bash'Em Burn'Em Bait'Em: Integrated snail management in crops and pastures

Stirlings to Coast Farmers Snail management guide for WA farmers.

For insecticide information refer to DPIRD’s Winter/Spring Insecticide Spray Chart 2018.

For more information contact Dustin Severtson, Development Officer, South Perth or Svetlana Micic, Research

Officer, Albany on +61 (0)8 9892.
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Looking in this year’s harvested grain can give an indication of what pests to expect next year. Pests such as

snails, European earwigs, weevils and vegetable beetle are known as resident pests and are found in the same

paddocks year in year out. This is because they either do not fly or are weak fliers so do not move readily

between paddocks.

Identifying the species of invertebrates harvested with grain can be an early warning that pest numbers are

increasing in paddocks or indicate which pests may cause in-season damage to susceptible crops like canola

next year. One of the first signs that these pests are building up to potentially damaging levels is their presence

in harvested grain.

Finding resident pests in grain does not mean you will need to control them but does provide warning for future

monitoring. Summer conditions can affect resident pest numbers especially if it is a hot dry summer. Monitoring

pest numbers prior to seeding enables you to have more control options available.

If you find European earwigs and/or snails in harvested grain take note of which paddocks they were found in.

These pests are introduced into paddocks and farms on vehicles and machinery. Cleaning machinery before

moving from one paddock to the next and particularly between properties, will minimise the risk of introducing a

resident pest to new areas.

If you have issues with pests in harvested grain, trials have shown that grain from direct harvested crops contain

fewer insects than grain from swathed crops. Invertebrates such as European earwigs and bronzed field beetle

tend to congregate under crop swaths rather than in standing crops. The less delay there is between swathing

and harvest, the fewer vagrant invertebrates were harvested with the grain.

As direct harvesting canola is not always feasible the incidence of vagrant invertebrates (other than snails) in the

grain can be reduced by:

Swathing crops at the right height. For example cereals need to be swathed at height of 125mm (cool drink

can height) and canola should be swathed above the first fork in the plant stem if yield is expected to be

one tonne per hectare or more. This allows the swath to be supported by the stubble. If the swath is close

to the ground it is more likely that vagrant pests will be harvested with the grain. Also harvest swaths as

soon as the grain is ready as the longer swaths are left unharvested the more vagrant insects use them as

a refuge which increases the risk of insects in the sample.

Harvesting during the heat of the day. DPIRD trials show that grain harvested at night had up to 25% more

invertebrate contamination than grain harvested during the day. At night European earwig and other beetle

pests were found to move up into swaths and standing crops. During the hottest part of the day all

invertebrates are found under the swath or near the ground in standing crop. Trials looking at snail

movement have shown snails are more active at night and are more likely to be harvested at this time.
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For more information contact Dustin Severtson, Development Officer, South Perth or Svetlana Micic, Research

Officer, Albany on +61 (0)8 9892.

Barley leaf rust

South Stirlings

Borden

barley leaf rust

Plant pathologist Kithsiri Jayasena (DPIRD) has reported that Baudin trap plants near DPIRD’s spore trap trial

site at Borden are showing barley leaf rust (BLR). Kith has also seen BLR in regrowth Oxford barley plants near

South Stirlings.

For more information on BLR refer to the department’s Diagnosing barley leaf rust page.

Barley spot-type and net-type net blotches

Frankland River

South Stirlings

Borden
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Plant Pathologist Kithsiri Jayasena (DPIRD) reports that both spot-type net blotch (STNB) and net-type net

blotch (NTNB) have started to flare up on RGT Planet barley near; Frankland River and Borden and in Flinders

barley and regrowth Oxford barley plants near South Stirling.

For further information on symptoms and management of STNB and NTNB refer to DPIRD’s Managing spot type

net blotch in continuous barley and Managing net-type net blotch of barley in Western Australia pages.

Wheat leaf rust

Esperance

Plant pathologist Andrea Hills (DPIRD) reports that wheat leaf rust is getting going around Esperance in the

warmer medium to low rainfall areas.

Andrea advises that with most crops post flowering, it’s not worth controlling and potentially dangerous with the

harvest with-holding periods being 4-5 weeks depending on the product.

For more information see DPIRD’s Diagnosing leaf rust of wheat page.
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Wheat septoria

Kendenup

Plant pathologist Kithsiri Jayasena (DPIRD) has found Septoria on Calingiri wheat near Kendenup.

For more information see DPIRD’s Diagnosing septoria nodorum of wheat page.

Current control options for cereal diseases

In general sprays after cereal plants are flowering (into grain fill) are less likely to provide economic return,

particularly if warmer drier conditions are possible in next few weeks. It is also important to remember issues

around withholding periods associated with fungicides, this information is available on product labels.

For fungicide information refer to DPIRD’s Registered foliar fungicides for cereals in WA page.

Disease management strategies for 2019

Growers need to monitor the upcoming summer green bridge for disease so that timely action can be taken to

identify the pathogen and limit the spread and build-up of inoculum.

It is crucial that growers kill weeds and crop volunteers, including those along fencelines, prior to the start of the

cropping program to reduce potential disease outbreaks.

Ideally there needs to be a break (a fallow period) of at least two weeks free of vegetation capable of hosting

disease prior to sowing. To achieve this, the weeds and volunteers should be sprayed with a herbicide at least

four to six weeks before sowing, to ensure weeds are completely dead at planting.

Alternatives to herbicides are to heavily graze or cultivate weeds and crop volunteers which will reduce their

potential as a ‘green bridge’ or host of diseases and pests.

In addition to managing the green bridge growers can;

Sow clean seed. There have been reports of loose smut in barley this season and this disease is carried as
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a small colony of fungus inside seed. Using certified seed treated with seed dressing fungicide is

recommended for 2019 for managing smut and other cereal disease.

Get to know the latest disease ratings of your varieties and plan accordingly. Use adult plant resistant

varieties. Crop variety guides are available for all grains on the DPIRD website, which document the

disease susceptibility for each variety.

Consider applying in-furrow or seed dressing fungicides to reduce your risk of early infection of diseases.

For more information see the department's Seed dressing and in-furrow fungicides for cereals in Western

Australia.

In case of early disease outbreak, budget for early foliar fungicide sprays where upfront fungicides are not

used. For more information visit the department's Registered foliar fungicides for cereals in Western

Australia.

Reduce exposure to stubble borne diseases through rotation and careful paddock planning (to avoid

sowing on or adjacent to infected stubble) or stubble management (such as grazing, windrowing, baling,

incorporating or burning).

Earlier sown crops may be more at risk of some foliar diseases such as powdery mildew, net blotches of

barley, septoria and yellow spot of wheat so consider later sowing of susceptible varieties and at risk

paddocks, or at least plan to monitor earliest sown paddocks closely for disease.

For more information see DPIRD's Control of green bridge for pest and disease management page and the

Grains Research and Development Corporation's (GRDC) Green bridge fact sheet.

For more cereal disease information contact Kithsiri Jayasena, Plant Pathologist, Albany on +61 (0)8 9892 8477,

Geoff Thomas, Plant Pathologist, South Perth on +61 (0)8 9368 3262 or Andrea Hills, Plant Pathologist,

Esperance on +61 (0)8 9083 1144 or Ciara Beard, Plant Pathologist, Geraldton on +61 (0)8 9956 8504.

The damage from frost events of the 2018 season are now visible in most areas of the grain belt and growers

have been implementing appropriate salvage options.  In many cases the decision has been to harvest the

affected crops. Harvesting a frosted crop brings another layer of complexity to an already busy time of year.

Some of the complications are limited to this season’s harvest; whilst others have ramifications for next season’s

crop.

Considerations for this harvest;

Frost damage has varied across the landscape in severity and scale in some areas.

Better yielding paddocks and crops should be harvested first.

Frosted crops are difficult to thresh due to higher residual sugars and lower grain volume. Despite lower

tonnages harvest daily maintenance and regular clean down will remain vital to minimise machinery fatigue

and fire risk in these dry and dusty harvesting conditions.

Grain quality may also be compromised depending on the frost timing. Frost affected grains usually have a

lower hectolitre weight and higher screenings. Adjusting header settings and/or grading can be beneficial

but check the feasibility first.
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Considerations for next season

Frosted stubble can rot off at ground level and be difficult to seed into. To minimise trash flow problems

stubbles may have to be cut low.

Evaluating weed seed burdens and wind erosion risk will help determine the best course of action.

If keeping seed for next season, it’s important to source seed from least-affected areas to maximise

establishment. Seed quality can be tested closer to seeding by DPIRD’s Diagnostic Laboratory Services

(DDLS) for a small charge.Mail seed samples in pre-printed dispatch bags, available on request, or address

your samples to the reply paid address: DDLS Seed Testing and Certification, Department of Primary

Industries and Regional Development, Reply Paid 83377, 3 Baron-Hay Court, South Perth WA 6151. For

further information contact DDLS – Seed testing and certification services via email or phone on +61 (0)8

9368 3721.

Frost is difficult to manage. It has a significant economic and emotional impact on the whole community and it’s
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important to reach out and seek the support of family and friends this harvest season.

To assist with displaying on the PestFax map where frost damage has been experienced in WA, growers and

consultants can continue to make reports of any frost events in their local areas or crop damage using the

PestFax Reporter app throughout harvest.

For information on frost identification in crops, assessment and management options refer to the following

DPIRD resources;

Management options for a frosted crop

Frost identification guide for cereals

Managing frost risk

Frost: frequently asked questions brochure

Frost monitoring tips

Minimum temperatures from DPIRD weather stations can be viewed and exported from the Extreme

weather events page and Weather Station app.

Growers are encouraged to discuss management options further with their local consultants.

For more information contact Ben Biddulph, Research Officer, South Perth on +61 (0)8 9638 3431.

DPIRD is asking for your help to keep an eye out for insects, pests and diseases lurking around the bottom of

the garden, in the nearby reserve, out in the veggie patches, fields or splashing around in the local marina.

To participate, make as many pest reports as possible during the Biosecurity Blitz period; 19 October to 16

November 2018 using one of DPIRD's mobile reporting apps.

Your reports will help protect WA’s agri-food industries and the natural environment from harmful exotic pests.

Subscribe to receive the Biosecurity Blitz weekly newsletter and keep up to date by tracking community reports,

receive fun news bites and featured activities plus see the best of the best, hand-picked community photos of
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the prettiest, weirdest and most interesting reports!

For more information visit DPIRD’s Biosecurity Blitz page.

Take up the School Challenge

As part of Biosecurity Blitz 2018, the department is holding its first School Challenge. Any student, in any school,

across any region can take part in the school challenge to compete against mates or go head-to-head with a

rival school.

Students first need to sign up for the School Challenge and make reports. Students will be able to compare their

individual results and their school's results against right across Australia.

We challenge agricultural colleges to take part in one of these focus activities;

Liver fluking fun

Dung kings donuts

Aphids of my eye

For more details on these activities visit the Biosecurity Blitz 2018 activities page.

Schools can also access more information at the Biosecurity Blitz School Challenge 2018 page.

Report a pest today!

The Biosecurity Blitz is part of the Boosting Biosecurity Defences project funded by Royalty for Regions and led

by DPIRD.

For more information contact Laura Fagan, Development Officer, South Perth on +61 (0)8 9368 3212.
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Important disclaimer

The Chief Executive Officer of the Department of Primary Industries and Regional Development and the State of

Western Australia accept no liability whatsoever by reason of negligence or otherwise arising from the use or

release of this information or any part of it.
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